CALL TO ORDER……………………………………………………………DR. COCHRAN
INVOCATION…………………………………………………………..JACKY GRUBBS
MONTHLY INSPIRATION..............Bainbridge High School ......Mrs. Vonda Hubbard & 10th Grade Essay Winner - Caroline New reading “Laws of Life” Essay
ADOPTION OF AGENDA………………………………………………..DR. COCHRAN
APPROVAL OF MINUTES………………………………………………..DR. COCHRAN
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION…………………………………………………DR. COCHRAN

SPECIAL PRESENTATION:

SPECIAL RECOGNITION:

INFORMATION ITEMS:
Administrative Services Report..........................................................Supt. Rayfield
Financial ..............................................................Tim Matthews
School Nutrition ..............................................................Debbie Purcell
Maintenance ..............................................................Jerry Mills
Transportation ..............................................................Farrell Lawrence
Curriculum & Instruction Report......................................................Suzi Bonifay/Susan Johnson
Special Education...............................................................Catherine Gossett
Title I ..............................................................April Aldridge
Technology ..............................................................Steve Dunn
Custodial Services ..............................................................Kenneth Flanders

ACTION ITEMS:
Tab 1. Recommend Approval of 21st Century Grant for FY12
Tab 2. Recommend Approval of CTAE Local Plan for FY12
Tab 3. Recommend Adoption of Title 20/Class Size Waiver Resolution
Tab 4. Recommend Final Adoption of Board Policy:
   JCDAF – Use of Electronic Devices by Students
Tab 5. First Reading - Proposed Revisions to Board Policy: JBC(1)-R(1) Homeless Students
Tab 6. Recommendation of Personnel